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             26th October, 2019 

  RECORDER REPORT 
 
 
Insurance guarantee of transit cargoes, Depositing of 0.25pc 
premium of duty, taxes declared mandatory 
KARACHI: Pakistan customs has declared depositing of 0.25 percent premium of duty and 
taxes mandatory to obtain insurance guarantee against goods declaration (GD) of transit 
cargos. 
 
According to the office order issued on the other day, the decision was taken to have 
foolproof mechanism for safeguarding of duty and taxes on diverse nature of transit cargo 
and for ensuring security of cargo en-route. It said that clearing agents, who were transacting 
business on behalf of Afghan traders, were now required to deposit premium in shape of pay 
order @ 0.25 percent of duty and taxes involved with the insurance company for obtaining 
insurance guarantee against a particular GD. 
 
Furthermore, it said that clearing agents now had to submit pay order of premium, original 
premium payment receipt and insurance policy on the prescribed format on bond paper 
containing details of sum insured, premium rate and premium amount to obtain insurance 
guarantee against a particular GD. 
 
Meanwhile, Arshad Jamal, chairman All Pakistan Customs Agents Association (APCAA) 
and vice president FPCCI termed the said decision illogical, saying that requirement to 
deposit 0.25 percent premium of duty and taxes to obtain insurance guarantee against a 
particular GD would not only create additional financial burden on the trade but it would also 
make the procedure more cumbersome, which may leave rooms for malpractices. 
 
He said that customs department instead of taking such measures should have taken 
stakeholders on board for evolving foolproof mechanism to safeguard duty and taxes on 
diverse nature of transit cargo and to ensure security of cargo en-route. He also urged the 
authority concerned to look into the matter and take appropriate measures to ensure 
maximum facilitation to the trade. 


